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Elsewhere I have pleaded for the German novel in
all its unwieldy length, as a legitimate because national
form of literary art. For the legitimacy of the
" Novelle " or short story, there is no need to plead.
In no other literary gexre, with the single exception
of the lyric, has the post-Goethean literature of
Germany attained such artistic perfection as in the
short story. Of the masters of this genre after the
middle of the nineteenth century. Stormy in spite
of the realistic strength of his later books, is the most
persistently Romantic: his love of retrospect, of
elegiac renunciation, betokens a mind that finds
more satisfaction in the ideals of the past than of the
present. Heyse, on the other hand, is the cosmopoli-
tan who revels in the noble and the beautiful wherever
he finds it, who delights in laying bare and analysing
subtle emotions which Storm employs his " twilight
art" to veil; where Storm's heroes renounce,
Heyse's live out their lives to the full. Heyse
represents that mingling of Romance and Germanic
elements which it was Wieland's mission to effect
in classical German literature; he is the embodiment
of the longing of the North for the South. Italy
draws him as irresistibly as it drew Winckelmann
and Goethe, Thorwaldsen and Andersen. But the
supreme mastery in this form of literature lies not
with Germany, but with Switzerland; Conrad
Ferdinand Meyer is a finer and sincerer writer than
Heyse, and Keller a deeper and more universal one
than Storm; both are greater artists in respect of
colour and style, Meyer belongs by temperament
to the Latin South, Keller to the Germanic North.
Keller, indeed, is the greatest colourist among the
writers of the short story; he had not begun life as
a painter and lived through the dreary disillusionment
of his ** Green Heinrich" for nothing; what he
failed to put on canvas he has reproduced in all its
pristine freshness in his writings. The brilliancy and
yet delicacy of colouring in the finest of Keller's

